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Avoid fires instead of fighting them –
preventative fire protection
for automated warehouses
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Nowadays, many warehouses present a particularly high fire risk. This is due to the rising level
of automation, the resultant increase in packing density and the endlessly high shelves. In this
environment, conventional solutions like sprinkler systems no longer offer the desired level of
protection against fires. New fire protection solutions work preventively. They stop fires from
spreading from the outset by reducing the oxygen content of the ambient air to a level that still
enables humans to breathe but not fires. In combination with a highly sensitive early fire detection system, companies are therefore able to achieve comprehensive safety for their goods and
processes.
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with refrigeration units or vacuum
packaging equipment pose fire
risks. Furthermore, the wooden
pallets and packaging materials
used for the goods are still inflammable despite the extremely low
minus temperatures.
Stop fires from spreading
Under these conditions, conventional fire protection solutions no
longer suffice. Modern solutions
focus on preventing fires rather
than fighting them. In other
words, they minimise the risk of
a fire developing and spreading
from the outset. Fires need a cer-
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any extinguishing agents.
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What should companies consider when
choosing the right fire protection solution?
Individuality: different warehouse environments

Certified solution: tested and certified solutions

pose different fire risks depending on the materi-

give you and your company the peace of mind

als and specific conditions found in them. These

that you are making the right choice. Your partner

can be determined through a risk analysis. The

for fire protection solutions should have VdS-

results are used in cooperation with the fire

certified systems and be authorised as a VdS-

protection company to determine the individual

approved installer for these systems.

protection objectives for the areas to be protected.
These then form the basis for designing a

Service: nationwide service with short response

customer-specific fire protection concept. When

times is an essential requirement for cooperation.

selecting a fire protection partner, companies

To ensure that systems and equipment have a

should therefore ensure that this partner is able

long service life, they should be regularly main-

to directly tailor a customised protection concept

tained. In the ideal scenario, the partner should

to their needs.

develop, produce and install its own fire protection
solutions so that it can guarantee that it always

Experience: only experienced partners are

offers state-of-the-art technology.

familiar with industry-specific fire risks. This
experience helps companies define fire protection objectives and identify and prevent threats.
It is therefore worth checking the provider’s
references.

Summary

If warehouse operators want to holistically protect their
premises, they should use a combination of an active
fire prevention solution and early detection. This enables
them to avoid operational interruptions, the inability to
deliver and potential insolvency as a result of a fire.
They receive the greatest level of safety for their goods
and ensure smooth processes, satisfied customers
and a stronger market position.
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Excursus: 7 tips for fire protection in warehouses
Despite the automation of

3. Create a separate packaging

5. Monitor ramp areas:

warehouses posing a high

area:

The ramp areas must be included

fire risk, the threats can be

Goods are often packaged in the

in the fire protection measures

minimised by following a few

warehouse itself. However, this

for the building. This applies, for

simple rules:

means that inflammable materials

example, to the ban on smoking

lie around as additional hazard

and the clearing away of goods,

1. Avoid work that involves

sources. The warehouse and

packaging, pallets and the like

fire hazards:

packaging area should ideally be

after finishing work.

The risks of grinding, welding and

separated. It also helps to use

soldering are often underestima-

non-combustible materials, to

6. Continually check electrical

ted. Sparks can ignite a fire even

always directly dispose of waste

systems:

from several feet away. Work

and to provide enough fire extin-

Badly installed, damaged or

that involves fire hazards should

guishers.

overloaded systems are among

therefore always be conducted

the main causes of fires. These

subject to prior notification and

4. Inspect material handling

should therefore only ever be

only if absolutely necessary. Only

vehicles and systems:

installed, repaired and tested by

trained personnel should be allo-

Forklifts, conveyor belts and

experts. The systems must be

wed to perform the work, which

pneumatic systems all pose high

protected against damage, e.g.

must be conducted in line with

fire and explosion risks. Although

from forklifts. Any damage that

specific conditions. These include

electrical vehicles and equipment

does still occur must be reported

screening off the work area,

are less likely to cause fires than

immediately.

having an extinguishing device at

petrol-operated ones, damaged

the ready and inspecting the area

batteries or faults during charging

7. Organise fire protection:

afterwards.

processes still give rise to risks.

What should you do if a fire

As a result, it is once again the

breaks out despite all the precau-

2. Prohibit smoking in the

case that vehicles and equip-

tions? Companies should prepare

warehouse:

ment should only be operated by

themselves by appointing a fire

Carelessly discarded cigarettes

trained personnel. They should

protection officer, creating fire

can quickly cause fires. Designa-

also be equipped with a fire ex-

safety regulations and developing

ted smoking areas help to prevent

tinguisher and must be regularly

an alarm plan. Anyone who wants

people from smoking in other

serviced. Companies can also use

to be on the safe side should

warehouse areas. They should be

fire-retardant conveyor belts and

conduct drills in cooperation with

appropriately secured and equip-

take earthing measures to prevent

the fire brigade and practice for

ped with safety ashtrays or ash

electrostatic charges.

emergencies.

trays filled with sand.
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You would like to know more about our solutions? –
You can find your contact person here:

Trondheim

Toronto
Boston

Tallinn
Moscow
Warsaw
Kiev
Vienna
Istanbul

London
Zurich
Madrid

Dubai

Beijing
Mumbai

Singapore

Melbourne

Hamburg
Headquarters
WAGNER Group GmbH
Schleswigstraße 1–5
30853 Langenhagen
Germany
Phone +49 511 97383 0
info@wagnergroup.com
www.wagnergroup.com
Branch or subsidiary
Countries served by
subsidiary or partners
Partner location
Subsidiary in the planning stage
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Berlin
Hanover
Mülheim/Ruhr
Cologne
Frankfurt
Stuttgart
Munich

Leipzig

